[The effect of active substances on nerve fiber regeneration in nerve tissue cultures].
Explants of the ganglion trigeminale from chick embryos and hippocampi from embryonal rats were incubated in maximowchambers with semisynthetic media. The different parts of nervous tissue were influenced experimentally by addition of biological extracts and by substances with known composition. The regeneration of nerve fibers was investigated by the index of growth. The growth index was calculated from the ratio of nerve fibre index of the test cultures to that of the influenced cultures. Under these conditions biological extracts enhanced the growth of nerve fibres. In the same way the growth of nerve fibres was statistically significantly stimulated by substances with known composition of aminoacids, orotic acid, sodium orotate and cyclic monophosphates. A stimulating effect of cyclic guanosinmonophosphate seems to exist only in CNS explants and only in young fetal rats and consists in an increased migration and proliferation of cells as well as in the formation of fibres from neuroblasts. The investigations gave strong evidence for the in vitro testing to be very useful in studies of nerve fibre regeneration. However the choice of suitable reference systems, suitable quantitative parameters, optimal concentration and periods of application of effective substances and the age of the animals are of fundamental importance for the evaluation of the results. Experiments regarding the stimulation of the differentiation of neurons and the growth of nerve fibres are of practical clinical and therapeutical interest.